The semi-empirical initial-final mass relation (IFMR) connects spectroscopically analyzed white dwarfs in star clusters to the initial masses of the stars that formed them. Most current stellar evolution models, however, predict that stars will evolve to white dwarfs ∼0.1 M less massive than that found in the IFMR. We first look at how varying theoretical mass-loss rates, third dredgeup efficiencies, and convective-core overshoot may help explain the differences between models and observations. These parameters play an important role at the lowest masses (M initial < 3 M ). At higher masses, only convective-core overshoot meaningfully affects white dwarf mass, but alone it likely cannot explain the observed white dwarf masses nor why the IFMR scatter is larger than observational errors predict. These higher masses, however, are also where rotational mixing in main sequence stars begins to create more massive cores, and hence more massive white dwarfs. This rotational mixing also extends a star's lifetime, making faster rotating progenitors appear like less massive stars in their semi-empirical age analysis. Applying the observed range of young B-dwarf rotations to the MIST or SYCLIST rotational models demonstrates a marked improvement in reproducing both the observed IFMR data and its scatter. The incorporation of both rotation and efficient convectivecore overshoot significantly improves the match with observations. This work shows that the IFMR provides a valuable observational constraint on how rotation and convective-core overshoot affect the core evolution of a star.
INTRODUCTION
How mass loss, third dredge-up (hereafter 3DUP), convective-core overshoot (hereafter CCO), and rotation affect a star and its core evolution are long-standing challenges to model. Rotation is one of the most complex processes involved (e.g., Maeder & Meynet 2000 , Langer 2012 ). Rapid rotation makes stars non-spherical, introducing strong changes to a star's observed characteristics, and rotation also introduces multiple types of interior mixing processes that non-, or slowly, rotating stars do not experience. This mixing can significantly affect how a star evolves by bringing fresh hydrogen into its core, prolonging the hydrogen burning phase and increasing the total mass of the hydrogen-exhausted core (e.g., Talon et al. 1997) .
The MIST (Dotter 2016 , Choi et al. 2016 and SYCLIST (Georgy et al. 2013 (Georgy et al. , 2014 ) models consider the effects of rotation throughout all, if not nearly all, stages of stellar evolution. Both of these look at a broad range of initial-rotation rates from non-rotating to ∼0.80 of critical rotation velocity and consider rotation's effect on a star's observed characteristics, their core evolution, and their lifetime. There exist several types of observations indicative of these effects: 1) Asteroseismology of rapidly rotating Be stars finds that they have abnormally highmass cores (Neiner et al. 2012) . 2) Observations of young clusters suggest that faster-rotating stars evolving more slowly is likely an important component of broad cluster turnoffs (e.g., Brandt et al. 2015 , Niederhofer et al. 2015 , D'Antona et al. 2015 . 3) Rotational mixing in stars can help explain surface-abundance trends of various elements like carbon, nitrogen, and the light elements (e.g., Hunter et al. 2009 , Proffitt et al. 2016 , Cummings et al. 2017 .
The consequences of rotation, in general, remain qualitatively consistent between various rotational models, but large differences remain in their predicted magnitudes. This is due to the complexity of rotation and rotational mixing, the difficulty of acquiring several of these observational tracers, that certain observations only trace mixing in the envelope, and that additional processes may affect these tracers.
Additional observational constraints on rotation would be valuable, and ideally ones that are sensitive to mixing at the cores of stars rather than only their outer envelopes. This letter analyzes how white dwarfs, the hot and exposed remnants of these stellar cores, can observationally constrain rotational mixing's and CCO's effect on core evolution. This letter's structure is as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the initial-final mass relation of stars and the disagreements between observations and the available nonarXiv:1901.02904v1 [astro-ph.SR] 9 Jan 2019 Fig. 1. -The upper panel compares the semi-empirical IFMR from Paper I to the non-rotating MIST theoretical IFMR. We illustrate that the IFMR has minor sensitivity to mass-loss rates and 3DUP efficiencies at the lowest masses (M initial < 3 M ) and even less sensitivity at higher masses. The lower panel illustrates this further with independent theoretical IFMRs at solar metallicity, which show important differences at lower masses but are primarily consistent at higher masses. Only the ATON model with increased CCO predicts distinctly higher M final , which can partially explain the offset from observations but not its intrinsic scatter.
rotating models. We also discuss stellar evolution's sensitivity to mass-loss rates, 3DUP, and CCO. In Section 3 we demonstrate how the IFMR is sensitive to progenitor rotation rates and can constrain rotational mixing in the cores of stars. In Section 4 we summarize the results.
THE INITIAL-FINAL MASS RELATION
The initial-final mass relation (hereafter IFMR) compares a star's initial main sequence mass to its final mass after it evolves to a white dwarf (hereafter WD) and has long been a tool to constrain stellar evolution models (e.g., Koester & Weidemann 1980) . Semi-empirical IFMRs are commonly based on spectroscopic analysis of WDs in star clusters (e.g., Weidemann 2000 , Kalirai et al. 2008 , Cummings et al. 2016a hereafter Paper I) . Spectroscopic fitting of the Balmer lines in hydrogen-rich WDs measures both their T eff and log g. Applying these parameters to WD cooling models gives a WD's current mass, luminosity, and cooling age, which is the time since it has left the tip of the asymptotic giant branch (hereafter AGB).
The method of deriving the IFMR first compares each WD's spectroscopically derived photometry to its observed apparent photometry, which tests its cluster membership and single star status. The second step directly compares a WD member's cooling age to its cluster's total age. This gives the evolutionary lifetime of its progenitor, and with application to models, ideally the same evolutionary models used to derive the cluster's age, this yields the initial mass of each WD's progenitor (Cummings & Kalirai 2018, Paper I) .
The upper-panel of Figure 1 presents the semiempirical IFMR from Paper I, which analyzed 80 WDs and used the MIST non-rotating models from Choi et al. (2016) to both derive cluster ages and infer M initial (see for discussion of cluster age analysis). In solid purple, we show a linear 3-piece continuous fit, and in dashed-blue we show the theoretical non-rotating IFMR from MIST, which predicts progenitors will form WDs ∼0.1 M less massive than observations. Additionally, even though this IFMR's scatter has significantly decreased relative to previous semiempirical IFMRs, the data's M initial and M final errors have a moderate positive correlation (Cummings et al. 2016b) , which makes the scatter at higher masses (> 3 M ) significantly larger than these observational and cluster-age errors can explain. Therefore, an intrinsic IFMR scatter may also be needed to explain observations.
In the upper-panel of Figure 1 , we consider mass-loss rates in the MIST evolutionary models by increasing (dashed-black) or decreasing (dashed-green) the applied mass-loss rate by a factor of 2 at all stages of evolution. This shows that while larger variations in mass-loss rates may play some role in lower-mass progenitors (< 3 M ), at higher masses (3 to 6.5 M ) the WDs are increasingly insensitive to progenitor mass-loss rates.
This minor to very weak sensitivity to mass-loss rates at all phases is first because before the AGB, the standard mass-loss rates are negligible compared to the total mass of a star; hence, even large variations of massloss rates during these phases play little role in the coreevolution of a star. Second, during the AGB the massloss rates increase significantly, and in lower-mass stars, the core-masses grow as much as 30% in the thermallypulsing AGB phase (e.g., Kalirai et al. 2014) . Therefore, at these lower masses, an increase in the AGB massloss rate can cut this rapid core-mass growth short. At higher-masses, though, the thermally-pulsing AGB phase is rapid and little change in core mass occurs during this phase (e.g., Marigo et al. 2013 ). Moderately changing mass-loss rates or even introducing stochastic fluctuations in mass loss will not significantly affect the resulting WDs at higher masses (Doherty et al. 2014 ).
In the upper-panel of Figure 1 , we also consider 3DUP efficiency, which plays a direct role in regulating the coremass evolution during the thermally-pulsing AGB phase (Kalirai et al. 2014 ). More efficient 3DUP limits the coremass growth during this phase while a lower efficiency lets the core grow with weaker reduction episodes. The dashed red line represents the theoretical MIST IFMR with 3DUP efficiency decreased to 30% of the standard. This shows it can affect WD masses, but even where it is the most important (∼4 M ) the resulting WDs are only increased in mass by ∼0.02 M .
We additionally note that even though we are changing model parameters, these primarily only affect the relatively short AGB phase and have a negligible effect on theoretical evolutionary timescales. Hence, the semiempirical M initial are not affected.
These comparisons show that the uncertainties remaining in mass-loss rates and 3DUP may play a role in better matching WD masses, but at higher masses (> 3 M ) these uncertainties alone cannot explain observations. In the lower-panel of Figure 1 this is further illustrated by comparing multiple independent theoretical IFMRs. These IFMRs have important differences at lower masses, but virtually all models converge below observations at higher masses. The only theoretical IFMR with a meaningful difference is the ATON IFMR of Ventura et al. (2018) , which adopts very similar physics to Karakas & Lugaro (2016) but with more CCO that leads to increased WD masses. The ATON model CCO also adopts the exponentially diffusive overshoot prescription, as do the MIST models, but again using a higher efficiency. This can partially explain the offset from observations but not its intrinsic scatter. Therefore, a nonstandard process may be needed.
THE EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON THE IFMR
Stellar rotation induces mixing that drives additional hydrogen fuel into the core of a star, which has two consequences for the IFMR. First, faster-rotating progenitors evolve more massive cores, producing more massive WDs (Dominguez et al. 1996) . In Figure 2 we show for the MIST models the quantitative effects of rotation on the IFMR for stars at M initial of 4, 5, and 6 M . Each color represents a different initial rotation, with open circles representing the direct effect of how rotation creates higher-mass cores, leading to higher-mass WDs. This is a true shift of the IFMR to higher masses, creating an intrinsic spread in the IFMR due to the broad range of rotation rates observed in B dwarfs (e.g., Huang et al. 2010) .
Second, faster rotating progenitors evolve more slowly. Therefore, in the IFMR analysis, a fast rotating progenitor will appear identical to a lower-mass slowly-rotating progenitor. This does not directly affect the true IFMR, but because non-rotating models have been adopted to infer M initial , it introduces an offset in the determination of a WD's M initial . In Figure 2 for each M initial of 4, 5, and 6 M we show with x's how much a given initialrotation rate will cause the inferred M initial to be underestimated. The solid circles in Figure 2 represent this effect in combination with the intrinsically higher-mass WDs. In the semi-empirical derivation of the IFMR, both of these factors combine to introduce a large scatter by shifting WDs formed by faster rotating progenitors to systematically higher masses and lower inferred M initial . 
Synthetic Initial-Final Mass Relation
While methods exist to measure WD rotations (e.g., Koester et al. 1998 , Kilic et al. 2015 , these observations are challenging. Further, it is difficult to use WD rotations to infer information about their progenitor's rotational histories (Kawaler 2015 , Hermes et al. 2017 ). Therefore, with this large IFMR sample, we instead consider the effects of rotation statistically. Huang et al. (2010) observed young (high log g) B dwarfs (ranging from approximately 2 to 10 M ) in the field and open clusters. They found a broad distribution of rotations spanning from several percent of v crit to ∼0.95 of v crit , with the most common rotation for young B dwarfs being ∼0.49 of v crit . We note that their rotational distribution appears to be moderately sensitive to mass, with the higher masses still having a broad range of rotations but preferentially rotating at a lower percentage of their v crit . The models of Rosen et al. (2012) , however, find this results from more rapid angular momentum loss at higher masses and is not a result of slower initial rotation. Therefore, we will uniformly apply the total Bdwarf rotational distribution from Huang et al. (2010) for all masses.
In the upper panel of Figure 3 , we draw 40,000 synthetic stars in red (based on MIST rotational models) that are uniformly distributed in M initial and follow the Huang et al. (2010) rotation distribution. This synthetic IFMR includes both the intrinsic increase in WD masses and, for the purpose of comparison to observations, the corresponding systematic estimate of a lower M initial . This resulting scatter comes from the broad distribution of progenitor rotations, but note that the distribution remains concentrated at the lower envelope. This is because the MIST rotational models adopt a lower rotational-mixing efficiency and require above aver- age rotation rates before the mixing becomes important. Therefore, this only systematically shifts the mean WD trend upward by 0.02 M (M initial of 3 to 3.6 M ) and 0.04 M (M initial of 3.6 to 6 M ). This alone is not enough to match observations. The magnitude of rotational effects in models still remains poorly constrained. Therefore, we also consider the SYCLIST rotational models, which adopt more efficient rotational mixing. The SYCLIST models do not fully evolve to the WD cooling sequence, but at this intermediate-mass range, they all do evolve at least to the end of central helium burning (the beginning of the AGB). The phases before the AGB are where the direct effects of rotation are important. Stars have lost enough of their angular momentum before they reach the short AGB phase that any remaining variations in angular momentum no longer play a major role. However, more rapidly rotating stars at early stages do evolve more massive cores, and based on the MIST models the remaining core evolution during the AGB is predominantly sensitive to the helium-core mass, rather than the total mass, at the beginning of the AGB; differences in initial rotation and remaining envelope mass play no major role. Figure 4 illustrates the consistent relation between these two masses from MIST across all rotation rates.
We apply Figure 4 's relation to SYCLIST heliumcore masses at the beginning of the AGB to quantify the SYCLIST IFMR's sensitivity to rotation. In the middle-panel of Figure 3 , the resulting IFMR for the non-rotating SYCLIST models are shown as green data points at M initial of 2.5, 3, 4, and 5 M and are comparable to that from MIST (dashed-blue). Applying the SYCLIST model's rotational sensitivity to the consistent, but more complete, non-rotating MIST IFMR produces the synthetic IFMR distribution shown. Across this M initial range the SYCLIST models give a more consistent IFMR spread in M final , and its density distribution is notably different with a weakly populated lower envelope and a densely populated upper envelope. This results from more efficient rotational mixing requiring little rotation to affect evolution, followed by rotational mixing reaching a saturation point at higher rotation, producing a concentration in the IFMR. The SYCLIST synthetic IFMR shifts the mean trend upward by ∼0.06 M .
These two synthetic IFMRs still fall short of observations, but the ATON IFMR with increased CCO further increases core mixing. In the lower-panel of Figure 3 , we apply the MIST rotational models to a smoothed ATON non-rotating IFMR. This produces a much stronger consistency with observations, with a mean trend shifted upward by ∼0.08 M relative to the non-rotating MIST IFMR. However, unlike rotational-mixing, CCO does not increase scatter. Additionally, note that increased CCO also extends a star's lifetime, but unlike rotation it uniformly affects all stars of a given mass and systematically affects derived cluster age, so it does not significantly affect the inference of M initial (see Paper I).
Monte Carlo Analysis
Monte Carlo analysis provides a more powerful comparison between a synthetic IFMR and observations. For each synthetic IFMR model from Figure 3 , we first apply an M initial distribution based directly on the data (power law of exponent=−2.45) and generate 10 million WDs. Second, we apply a distribution of observational errors based directly on the data. Third, to match the observed statistics, we match the observed numbers by drawing 29 intermediate-mass synthetic WDs (2.7 < M initial < 3.6 M ) and 34 higher-mass synthetic WDs (3.6 < M initial < 6.5 M ). By synthetically applying the observational errors, numbers, and M initial distribution to each evolutionary and rotational model, we can more directly compare to the semi-empirical IFMR trends and scatter.
In Figure 5 's left panels, for each synthetic IFMR model, we illustrate on the x-axis each intermediate-and high-mass synthetic sample's mean M final offset from the non-rotating MIST IFMR. On the y-axis we illustrate the corresponding σ relative to each synthetic IFMR's 2-piece fit in Figure 3 . We illustrate each distribution's central peak and 1, 2, and 3σ contours, and this shows how these parameters are correlated. We represent the distributions for MIST models with no applied rotation in blue and full rotational models in green, SYCLIST rotational models in gold, and MIST rotational models applied to the smoothed non-rotating ATON IFMR in black. These are compared to the semi-empirical IFMR in purple. In the right panels, histograms of the resulting M final scatter distribution shapes show MIST rotational models with their concentration on the lower envelope and SYCLIST rotational models with their concentration on the upper envelope.
This illustrates the impact of rotation in IFMR analysis and the resulting differences between models. Additionally, the MIST/ATON combination can recreate the high-mass observations within 2σ and the intermediatemass observations within 3σ, but the synthetic scatter remains typically smaller. Additionally, the right panels show that the model distribution shapes are comparable to observations, but at higher masses the MIST/ATON model's distribution appears inconsistent.
SUMMARY
The semi-empirical IFMR is a valuable constraint of stellar evolution. Comparisons to various recent models show that at the lowest masses (M initial < 3 M ) there are still important differences in predicted M final . At lower masses these differences predominantly result from how these models handle the AGB. Significant limitations remain in the low-mass data, however, currently making it challenging to constrain these models, but appropriate adjustments to AGB parameters alone will likely be able to explain low-mass observations. Additionally, at these lower masses, an intrinsic IFMR scatter is likely not needed because the intracluster scatters are consistent with observational errors (Paper I, Williams et al. 2018) . Consistent with this, at lower masses the effects of rotation on core evolution are not strong enough to produce an intrinsic scatter.
For intermediate and higher masses (3 to 6.5 M ), the theoretical IFMRs are less sensitive to the AGB model parameters. In comparison to observations, nearly all models predict WDs masses ∼0.1 M below observations. Realistic changes in mass-loss rates and 3DUP efficiencies can play some role but likely cannot explain this difference nor the increased scatter. The ATON models, however, do show that efficient exponentially diffusive CCO is a powerful way to help match, but not fully explain, observations.
All of these models, however, have assumed nonrotating progenitors. Therefore, we have demonstrated in this letter the effects that progenitor rotation will have on the IFMR. Applying the effects of rotation from either the MIST or SYCLIST rotational models to a nonrotating IFMR shows that through the broad range of B-dwarf rotations, both models predict a broad IFMR scatter but with important differences; the MIST models with less efficient rotational-mixing predict a higher concentration of stars on the distribution's lower envelope while the SYCLIST models predict a higher concentration of stars on the upper envelope. These result in systematically higher WD masses relative to the non-rotating model, with MIST models shifting 0.02 to 0.04 M , SYCLIST models shifting 0.06 M , and MIST/ATON models shifting 0.08 M .
Applying observational errors, an IMF, and the Monte Carlo method to these synthetic IFMRs shows that these rotational models can also explain most, but likely not all, of the observed scatter being larger than observational errors. Therefore, further refinement of rotational mixing efficiencies may be needed, but we note that the effects of environment, field contaminants, or merger remnants could also be the cause of this increased ob-served IFMR scatter. More cluster white dwarf data are needed to study this further because other available methods to constrain the IFMR, e.g., with Gaia (El-Badry et al. 2018) , are unable to characterize the IFMR scatter. This letter, however, illustrates that the semi-empirical IFMR is a powerful tool for constraining the effects of rotation and CCO on the core evolution of stars.
